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“I know what the world has done to my brother and how
narrowly he has survived it. And I know, which is much worse,
and this is the crime of which I accuse my country and my
countrymen, and for which neither I nor time nor history will
ever forgive them, that they have destroyed and are destroying
hundreds of thousands of lives and do not know it and do
not want to know it. One can be, indeed one must strive to
become, tough and philosophical concerning destruction and
death, for this is what most of mankind has been best at since
we have heard of man. (But remember: most of mankind is not
all of mankind.) But it is not permissible that the authors of
devastation should also be innocent. It is the innocence which
constitutes the crime.”
—James Baldwin, The Fire Next Time

“FREEDOM IS THE CRIME WHICH CONTAINS ALL
CRIMES. IT IS OUR ULTIMATE WEAPON.”
—Graffiti from the walls of Paris during May of 1968

On June 6th, 2015 David Sweat and Richard Matt escaped
from Clinton Correctional Facility, a maximum-security men’s
prison in Dannemora, NY.
At 22 Sweat was sentenced to life without parole for the firstdegree murder of police officer Kevin Tarsia. Tarsia’s partner said
the murder was, “an assassination, purely for the uniform that he
wore.”
“As her son grew, Ms. Sweat saw only wickedness. She knew
he was too much when, at 9, he began throwing knives at her.
He also threw a rocking chair at her.”
“‘He could be a nice boy. But when the little bit of hellion in
him came out, it came out full force.’”
Matt was also serving a life sentence for second-degree murder
without parole for killing his boss after kidnapping him for
owed wages, then dismembering and dumping his body into the
Niagara River.
“His father, Robert Matt, was a repeat criminal, having been
convicted multiple times on charges such as assault, burglary,
issuing bad checks and criminal possession of stolen property. He
is believed to be dead.”
“When he was in his early teens, Mr. Matt was shuttled to a
youth home. It did not suit him. So one day he stole a horse and
rode away.”
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What followed in the next three weeks was an unrelenting
search to recover the escaped prisoners and discover who aided
them in their plot. The manhunt took 1,600 members of law
enforcement pulled from 11 different agencies around the
country. When asked about the morale of the officers on the
chase Major Charles Guess, head of the law enforcement team
said, “you would not believe the energy here right now, everyone
is very excited.” When asked about the expense of the pursuit
Guess said they were not concerned and would spare nothing.
The search cost the state of New York over $23 million just in
overtime payment for officers alone.
“Night had fallen at the Clinton Correctional Facility in far
northern New York when the prison guards came for Patrick
Alexander. They handcuffed him and took him into a broom
closet for questioning. Then, Mr. Alexander said in an interview
last week, the beatings began. As the three guards, who wore no
name badges, punched him and slammed his head against the
wall, he said they shouted questions: ‘Where are they going?
What did you hear? How much are they paying you to keep
your mouth shut?’ One of the guards put a plastic bag over his
head, Mr. Alexander said, and threatened to waterboard him.”
“‘[He] takes a deep breath and shoots the first round. The first
round hits its target,’ Guess said, but one bullet wasn’t enough to
bring Sweat down. ‘Sergeant Cook quickly takes a second aim
shot. Hits him again in the back and the upper torso, to which
Sweat dropped immediately to the ground,’ Guess continued.”
“For nine days, Geneva Perez has been trying to reach
her husband in prison. And for nine days, she has been told
she cannot talk to him. Prison officials have assured her that
everything is fine. But she does not believe them because, in
prison, it almost never is…Communication with the outside
world has ceased. No visitors or phone calls are permitted. Mail
delivery has been inconsistent.”
Richard Matt was killed by border patrol agents when he
refused to drop his weapon on June 26th in Malone, NY. David
Sweat was shot but captured alive or barely alive. The images
of Sweat after his capture show him bleeding, sitting on the
ground handcuffed with an oxygen mask strapped to his face.
This image was everywhere—displaying a moment similar to a
hunter posing with his fresh kill—a deer with its tongue lagging
sideways out of its mouth.
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“In the best of times, Ms. Perez’s life is isolated. She works two
jobs and the five-hour bus trip to Clinton, near the Canadian
border, eats up much of her free time. Friends wonder why she
has to go every weekend. And when people hear her husband
was convicted of murder, it scares them. Ms. Perez has long
leaned on the wives of the Clinton inmates. And it is to them
that she has once again turned over the last week. ‘We all go
through the same struggles’ she said…Ms. Perez, 25, says most
people do not have any understanding of what it is like being a
prison wife.”
“Before the lockdown occurred, she would usually leave
her home on Staten Island by 6 p.m. on Saturdays. She and her
three children first ride a public bus about an hour to the Staten
Island Ferry. They take the ferry to Lower Manhattan, then catch
the subway to 161st Street, then walk to the corner where a
chartered bus is parked. The bus leaves at 10 p.m., but she tries
to be there at least a half-hour early so they can get good seats
for sleeping. This time of year, when the roads are clear, they
typically arrive at the prison by dawn. They use public bathrooms
in the prison’s reception building to wash themselves and put
on clean clothes.Visiting hours start at 9 a.m., but if the security
line is long, they do not get in until 10. They usually get home
around 2 a.m. on Monday. Ms. Perez is up by 5:30 a.m. for her
job as a home health aide. She then puts in eight hours as a
cashier at a Pathmark. When she gets home, she is exhausted.”
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“‘I did take a time to savor that moment knowing that the
guy who made the apprehension was safe,’” Guess said. “‘That
was a huge relief knowing we had two of them now out of the
public, so that was a good ride for me, and then walking in and
of course seeing Sergeant Cook’s face and shaking his hand and
congratulating him, frankly.’”
“‘I can’t say what I’d do; I didn’t have the time Sweat has,’
said Mr. Alexander, who has spent 11 years in prison and will be
eligible for parole in 2023. ‘So no, I don’t resent them. Maybe I
should, but I don’t.’”
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One evening in June I’m in a taxi on my way to work when a
show on the radio starts talking about the case.
The discussion is mostly about Sweat and Matt’s female
accomplice, Joyce E. Mitchell, a supervisor in the prison tailor
shop who smuggled in tools used in their escape and was
supposed to meet them outside the prison walls to drive them
to Mexico.Yet the most prominent part of the controversy
circulating around her involvement was how she was wooed by
two murderers, how “she thought it was love,” and the presumed
sexual relationship she had with Matt.
What kind of sex. When did it happen. Where did it happen.
How often.
The radio hosts were rating her attractiveness, which they
described as a two on the outside, but a “prison ten.” They were
trying to decide who was more desperate, the criminals or
Mitchell.
Mitchell said “I was caught up in the fantasy. I enjoyed the
attention, the feeling both of them gave me the thought of
different life. It was just an infatuation.”
“‘Who the hell would fall in love with a prisoner?’ said one of
Ms. Mitchell’s cousins by marriage, who asked that his name not
be used for privacy’s sake. ‘That doesn’t seem like Tillie.’”
“Correction experts say it’s not uncommon for inmates to
‘groom’ prison staff ’ in the hopes of getting special treatment or
contraband, but Matt and Sweat had their eye on a much bigger
prize: freedom.”
* * * * *
There is a psychological disorder for this supposed attraction—
hybristophilia: a sexual paraphilia where an individual is aroused
by the threat of danger from a sexual partner who is “known to
having committed an outrage or crime, such as rape, murder, or
armed robbery.” Referred to as “Bonnie and Clyde Syndrome,”
it is a phenomenon far more common in women than in men,
especially women who have experienced physical or emotional
abuse. There are passive and aggressive types, the latter being the
type of woman who actually aids in committing the crimes.
“On the other hand, many are not victims at all; they merely
want to sublimate their violent tendencies by collaborating with
a perpetrator of violence.”
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“Sometimes in the street, or in a café, I am hypnotized by the
‘pimp’ face of a man, by a big workman with knee-high boots,
by a brutal criminal head. I feel a sensual tremor of fear, an
obscure attraction. The female in me trembles and is fascinated.
For one second only I am a prostitute who expects a stab in
the back. I feel anxiety, I am trapped. I forget that I am free. A
subterranean primitivism? A desire to feel the brutality of man,
the force which can violate? To be violated is perhaps a need
in women, a secret erotic need. I have to shake myself from the
invasion of these violent images, awaken.”
“‘When I was 18, I liked the excitement. I had a fetish for
bad boys—crazy, violent, dangerous—the more insane, the
better. Reality wasn’t cutting it for me and drugs weren’t always
available. And besides, there was something sexy about a total
fucking nutcase, about the uncertainty of what he might do
next.’”
“I did a presentation on this in our Human Sexuality class.
This is common among the followers of criminals (‘fans’ if you
will). It doesn’t make you screwed up or a freak. Remember
the popular cliché about girls falling for the ‘bad boy?’ I would
guess it’s hardwired in some of us from our ancient roots, where
aggression was a symbol of dominance like in animals. The alpha
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male gets the choice of female in nature.”
“Yeah, I’ve always thought of it as kind of a ‘bad boy’
attraction, but to the extreme. I’ve always been attracted to the
really bad boys, and serial killers are like, the baddest of them
all, which in my eyes, is really hot. The thing that’s probably
most fucked up about me, is that I don’t just like them for their
dominance, etc., but it’s the thought of them actually wacking
some girl to death with a shovel that attracts me the most. The
killing attracts me, not just their serial killer status, if that makes
sense...Which I know is horrible, it’s the truth though.”
“Hi you’ve probably already read this but this is from
wikipedia: ‘Hybristophilia is accepted as potentially lethal,
among other such paraphilias including, but not being
limited to asphyxiophilia, autassassinophilia, biastophilia and
chremastistophilia.’”
“Wow I fantasize with all of those, I rarely get turned on by
other stuff, but I try to keep myself away from the real thing.
Sometimes my fantasies are so big it’s hard to restrain myself but
role play helps a lot. I don’t even chat with people who would
like to murder someone for sexual satisfaction because I’m scared
I’d meet them, haha.”
“I read that too potentially lethal, who writes the crap on
these articles they don’t understand the difference between
fantasy and reality.”
“Another thing I wonder about—are people with these sort
of fascinations more interested in death, or just the killing aspect
of it? Personally, death does nothing for me, it’s the actual act of
killing, the “pre-death,” if you will that attracts me. I don’t want
people to die, I genuinely don’t, I just want to watch them be
killed—which I know is completely contradictory and makes no
sense at all. That’s just how I can’t help but look at it.”
“My fantasies revolve around people killing me, but the I don’t
really want to die, which is also pretty contradictory ☺”
* * * * *
Mitchell admitted to flirting with Matt and Sweat, baking
them cookies, giving them rum and coke, sending X-rated notes
and pictures of herself. In the comment section of an article
someone says, “man, they’re already serving life in prison, do they
really deserve to be tortured more?”
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When the sexual allegations came up in court, prosecutors
considered pressing rape charges against Mitchell for sexual
contact with an inmate—a felony offense since prisoners are
not capable of consent—until she said Matt was the one who
violated her.
“‘There was never any consensual sexual contact.’ Mitchell said
in a shaky voice.” She starts to cry. She needs to catch her breath
and is given a tissue. She brings her shackled hands to her face to
blow her nose.
“‘Mr. Matt had grabbed me a couple of times and kissed me. It
startled me. He kissed me with an open mouth kiss. I didn’t say
anything because I was scared for my husband, who also works
for the facility.’”
She continues to cry. “‘And then there was one point where
he…wanted me to perform oral sex on him. And I said no. And
when I said no, he grabbed my head and pushed me down.’”
The judge sentencing her said she had cost the state millions
and the non-economic costs were “incalculable.” “You did
terrible things,” he said.
During a 12-part Nightline special called “The Accomplice,”
Matt Lauer told her, “People were prisoners in their own homes.”
He said, “What were you thinking? You know that most people
who are watching this right now are saying you are to blame
since you knew what you were doing was wrong.”
Her innocence and stupidity. Her ugliness. Her homeliness.
She cried and said, “‘I’m not the monster that everybody thinks
I am. I’m really not. I’m just somebody that got caught up in
something that she couldn’t get out of.’”
She is monstrous because her coercion can only be read as a
crime she is responsible for committing, for letting things go too
far because she wanted them to or didn’t know how to escape
once it was too late. She is both victim and criminal.
“A large portion of the local population was terrorized,”
the judge said. “Many residents did not sleep for many nights.”
The judge said scores of police officers engaged in the hunt for
the men, “never knowing if the next step they took in deeply
wooded areas would be their last.”
Her sabotage. Her terror. Her immoral behavior. Her regret.
Her tears. The spectacle of her excess and admonishment.
“Mitchell, 51, wiped away tears in court today before the
sentencing was announced. ‘Please allow me to start by saying
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how sorry I am. How much remorse I have…I’m sorry…for
everything that has happened…I’m so sorry. I’m so sorry…
excuse me,Your Honor,’ she said through tears.”
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* * * * *
For men who can’t help it
for women who can’t help themselves.
Biology and recidivism entwining
on an endless linkage of crime
a pathologized nature
the site for re-inscribing
vectors of causal blame

He is a criminal because he commits crimes. He commits
crimes because he is a criminal. She is raped because she is a
woman. She is a woman because she can be raped. What gender
tells us about punishment more than the bodies it names.
“‘Men’ and ‘women’ do not exist as stable and oppositional
categories when you take into account racial and gender identity,
and other various registers of difference. When we experience
attraction it is not only due to sex or gender, it is also due to
a host of other factors (class, race, education status, et cetera.)
If we only narrate our identities through gender object choice
we aren’t actually being honest about how power operates. The
privileging of sex/gender in the ways we discuss desire is not just
coincidental, it is a carefully crafted strategy to maintain racial
dominance.”
When the fantasy goes wrong or when it is actually lived and
then no longer is a fantasy. When it was never a fantasy, when it
was always devised as a punishment, a plot, that countless men are
willing and waiting to plug into. A threshold is crossed where the
threat of force as an impulse of desire is used as violent discipline.
“A man accused of violently raping a woman inside her
Casper home roughly two weeks ago believed he was acting
out a sexual fantasy the woman requested on an Internet site,
according to his attorney. Ty Oliver McDowell, 26, has been
charged with three counts of first-degree sexual assault, one
count of aggravated assault and one count of aggravated burglary.
During a preliminary hearing in Natrona County Circuit Court
on Tuesday, Public Defender Tim Cotton suggested his client
is accused of raping a woman he thought wanted to play out a
lurid sexual fantasy. Police, though, say the woman didn’t post
the Craigslist ad that spurred McDowell’s alleged actions. Instead,
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authorities determined that Jebidiah James Stipe—with whom
the alleged victim had a brief romantic relationship—posted
the ad on Dec. 5. He pretended to be the woman named in the
advertisement, investigators say.”
“‘Need a real aggressive man with no concern for women,’ it
read. The alleged victim told police that before the rapist forced
himself on her, he said, ‘You want an aggressive man, bitch? I’ll
show you aggressive.’ ‘While the case is unusual, it is nothing
more than rape,’ District Attorney Michael Blonigen said. ‘And
any reasonable person would know it. No reasonable person
would view this as a fantasy somebody set up.’”
“‘Humiliation, physical abuse, sexual abuse,’ Steinberg said.
‘The words “pimping her out” to his friends, along with the
rape.’ Stipe also communicated with McDowell after the rape,
the investigator said. ‘He asked him to give details about what
happened, from start to finish,’ Steinberg said. Blonigen asked if
Stipe said he experienced sexual gratification from the alleged
retelling.”
“‘He did say he was excited,’ Steinberg said. The investigator
testified that McDowell, while authorities interviewed him about
the rape, said, ‘I didn’t really think she really wanted it, but she
was enjoying it.’”
“‘She didn’t run off? She didn’t try to retrieve her phone? She
didn’t try to run out of the door?’ he asked, adding the hand-bite
the accused rapist sustained didn’t draw blood.
‘So this could be entirely consistent with this being a rape
fantasy?’ Cotton asked.
‘Not on her end,’ Steinberg responded.
‘Well, on his end?’
‘I don’t know what he thought,’ the investigator said.”
“He had a term for what he was about to do: ‘rape theater.’
Deviant fantasies had gripped him since he was a kid, way back
to when he had seen Jabba the Hutt enslave and chain Princess
Leia. Where do you go when you’re 5 and already thinking about
handcuffs? he would ask himself. He was only 8 the first time he
broke into a home. It was such a rush. He had broken into more
than a dozen homes since.”
“One of the last things he said was that he was sorry. He said
he felt stupid, that it had looked better in his head.”
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* * * * *
“I’d love to hear a story about you drugging me to go with
you, where no one can hear me scream. Where you can cut me
and choke me until your heart’s content. When you’re done you
can slit my throat or fuck me with a knife and choke me out.”
“I’m looking to play something very dark and depraved
tonight. I want to be made to rape a girl. There’s no limit to how
brutal this can be. We can beat her, cut her, make her hurt herself,
we can even kill her. I want to be forced or blackmailed to do
this which can go one of a few different ways:
1. You have some huge leverage over me. My idea is that my
character does have a fetish for little girls but tell myself I’d
never actually act on them, and your character discovers the
pictures. Perhaps you find some very inappropriate pictures on
my computer and use this to blackmail me.You could be my
daughter in this scene and use this opportunity to get me to
rape and destroy a girl you hate.
2. A sadistic man or woman hates our family for some reason.
Maybe I bullied them in school maybe they are a former
employee of mine. They want to see me suffer. This would
likely be a home invasion scene where you force me to rape
one of my daughters, saying if I don’t do it, then you’re going
to rape and kill them both.
3. You’re my daughter or a young girl that I’m completely
obsessed with and you know it.You love to tease me to the
point of insanity, manipulating me and getting me to be
almost like your slave.You say one day you’ll let me fuck you
when I do something to express my loyalty and dedication to
you.You bring me an innocent girl and tell me this is my test.
4. If you have any other scenarios please feel free to share them.
My own ideas are not completely set in stone so if you like
one of them but want to tweak or change something I’m
open to creating something we can both mutually enjoy.”
“Some of these scenes have the potential to become long
term, which I would very much enjoy. I do like long build-ups
and character development in my role play. I’d also like to say
that I am fine with playing multiple characters in these scenes.
Some of my kinks include: force, age play, humiliation, teasing,
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cuckolding/cheating, public scenes, impregnation or risk of, cum
play, sometimes a little forced-bi, spit play, and distension. Limits:
Pee, scat, animals.”
“Hello all. Today I am in a dark mood I want to have a couple
role play where my girlfriend and I are violently raped together.
I’d love to make it where we are beaten and abused. I have a few
ideas for the role plays but I am open to any ideas you have.
1. My girlfriend and I go camping but we are being watched we
go to sleep and awake in a shed with two crazy hillbillies that
proceed to abuse us and torture us and end up raping her and
forcing her to fuck their dogs (that part is optional).
2. We are walking through town and end up in the wrong
neighborhood. A gang grabs us and violently beat then rape
my girlfriend.
3. My girlfriend has a lesbian friend that when we come
over she drugs us and then when I awake she’s abusing my
girlfriend and all I can do is watch.
4. One night my girlfriend and I go into the woods but little did
we know a werewolf mating ground was nearby. We stumble
into the ritual and they treat us like one of them abusing and
fucking us until they get hungry.
5. Monsters fuck me and my girlfriend, lays eggs inside her. If
you have any more ideas I’m open to hearing them. Limits
are scat, piss, and vomit. Turn-ons are: Anal, big insertion,
gangbang, rape, blood, impregnation, gangbangs, beatings,
gore and painal (bonus points for beasts) just a little additional
cuckolding is okay with me as well if you don’t want to go
super rough.”
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* * * * *
1. Being forced by a man to surrender sexually against my will.
2. Being forced by a woman to surrender sexually against my
will.
3. Being forced into sex against my will because I was
incapacitated by drugs, alcohol, or being unconscious.
4. Being forced by a man to give him oral sex.
5. Being forced by a woman to give her oral sex.
6. Being forced to have anal sex.
7. Being raped by a man.
8. Being raped by a woman.
“I have a rape fantasy and was raped when I was 20 and almost
raped at 18. It took me a long time to understand how I can
have a rape fantasy when rape itself almost ruined my life. Here’s
the simple answer, replaying a horrible moment of my life and
trying to ENJOY it makes me feel better. It made me feel like I
overcame it. It’s like being scared of heights and forcing yourself
the top of a building. It’s uncomfortable and you hate it, but it
puts the control back into your hands. Now, I can’t speak for her.
But that’s what it was for me.”
“‘It’s the wish to be beyond will, beyond thought . . . to be
all in the midbrain.’ And I’d add that the reason it can be such
an immense turn-on is that it essentially nullifies any pain that
might be linked to such a violent trespass, instead focusing
wholly on its sensually—and psychically—pleasurable aspects.”
* * * * *
“Please be forewarned that many people will find this article highly
offensive.That being the case, a disclaimer is in order, particularly for
those easily offended.This article was written with the intent of offending.
In fact, that is pretty much its primary purpose.
Unfortunately, when addressing instances of male disadvantage
or female power in this society, offense is a necessary evil.We are a
culture blinded and brainwashed by decades (arguably millennia)
of disinformation and propaganda about men and women.We are
also a species of animal more or less hardwired to take a dim view of
compassion for men and boys.This leaves us with few tools to rattle
people out of complacency and into a thoughtful discussion of those
issues.”
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“Some years ago, many actually, I was a young buck full of
self-confidence and ironically less affected by PC than I probably
am even now, long after swallowing the red pill.
I was dating a rather fetching young woman. We had been out
three times and though there was clearly sexual energy, nothing
more than a couple of brief kisses had transpired between us.
We were in her kitchen getting some stuff out to make
a sandwich and she was talking to me about the things that
interested her in a man. She uttered some babble about liking
men who were in touch with a “woman’s soul,” or some other
complete inanity. It was the cosmic feminine goop-speak of the
times, predating the more hostile, feminist induced, ‘I don’t need
a man,’ drivel that would become so popularized a few years
later. It was bullshit, of course, but tolerable bullshit, so I didn’t
bolt.
My response, however, was not quite what she was expecting
at the moment. I turned and pushed her into the refrigerator
and pinned her against it. I was already hard (hey, I was 21) and
pushed my erection into her thigh. I ran my hand up inside her
sweater and over her breasts and I leaned in to whisper in her
ear, ‘I know what you fucking want.’ She melted…and then
proceeded to fuck my brains out for the next two days. Needless
to say, for those 48 hours, I didn’t hear one word of crap about
her ‘woman’s soul.’”
“Must be hard to wax esoteric and scream
‘OH…GOD…YES…FUCK… MEEEEEEEE!’ at the same
time.
It really is funny. I already knew at 21 what feminists have
been trying desperately to convince the world isn’t true. Women,
most all of them, want to be sexually dominated.
End of fucking story, everything else is bullshit.”
* * * * *
The first time I was raped I was 17.You were like a big brother
to me, your sister my age, a collaborator in excess.You were one
of my boyfriend’s best friends and played football together.You
were back home visiting from college.
K was puking in her bedroom, the other girls already filling
the bed and I was blacking out so you told me to lie down.You
brought me to your room then left. I was almost unconscious
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when you returned and you came towards me and said, “hey, let
me check something,” as you mechanically put your fingers in
my pussy.You pulled them out and said, “just as I suspected.”
I was guilty of being wet.
I said, “you don’t want to do this.” I remember refusing, saying
no, but not being upset. My calm was effortless, almost serene. I
felt no anger. I was glacial, your body lifted above and flowing
over me.
It felt like a right of passage, an initiation.
Welcome to the male world. Welcome to life when your
boyfriend isn’t around, or even when he is around, or when all
the boys are around and they want something and just can’t help
themselves.
Welcome to your body as an impasse that needs to be fucked
through and ended.
Welcome to your body where nothing is sacred
Welcome to the banality of pain
Welcome to your body
Body
body
body
banished
I did not remember this until 10 years later.
But even now, this violence I sublimated for over 10 years,
when I think about it the clarity of my feeling in that room
returns. There is no narrative, no timeline to trace back on to.
A knowledge that seems pre-linguistic.
I talk to my mom about my trauma, but I only speak of the
lesser ones.
I cannot tell her I was raped. I know exactly how she will react
and I cannot bear to reveal myself in this way. When I told her I
had harmed myself repeatedly as a young girl she said how could
I be so stupid. She almost let me die. When I was 13 after coming
back from the movies with a group of close friends, inexplicably
I burst into tears crying in my mother’s lap I repeated “Mom I
want to die, I want to die I want to die I want to die.”
* * * * *
“I never told my mother to this very day. I wish she was here,
maybe I could tell her now. I pushed it to the recesses of my
mind. I never really dealt with it ‘til a year ago—when my friend
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and I went to St. Thomas and she was raped. And then all the
anguish and all the pain that all women have suffered all these
years came out of me, and I was able for the first time to relate to
another woman’s pain.”
“On the day she reported being raped, Marie phoned
Shannon, her former foster mom, after getting back from the
hospital. ‘She called and said, “I’ve been raped,” Shannon says.
‘There was just no emotion. It was like she was telling me that
she’d made a sandwich. That Marie wasn’t hysterical, or even
upset, made Shannon wonder if Marie was telling the truth.’”
“After rushing to the apartment that morning, Peggy found
Marie on the floor, crying. ‘But it was so strange because I sat
down next to her, and she was telling me what happened, and
I got this—I’m a big Law & Order fan, and I just got this really
weird feeling,’ Peggy says. ‘It was like, I felt like she was telling me
the script of a Law & Order story.’ ‘Part of it was what Marie was
saying. Why would a rapist use shoelaces to tie her up? And part
of it was how Marie was saying it: ‘She seemed so detached and
removed emotionally.’”
“The two women who had helped raise Marie talked on the
phone. Peggy told Shannon she had doubts. Shannon said she
did, too. Neither had known Marie to be a liar—to exaggerate,
sure, to want attention, sure—but now, both knew they weren’t
alone in wondering if Marie had made this up.”
* * * * *
“I went to the police station and said, ‘I want to report a rape.’
They said, ‘Whose?’ and I said, ‘Mine.’ the cop looked at me and
said, ‘Aw, who’d want to rape you?’”
“Wayans, in the studio to promote a string of stand-up
performances in a New York nightclub, then suggested that the
women couldn’t have been raped because they weren’t attractive.
‘And some of them really is unrapeable. I look at them and go,
No, I don’t want that. Get out of here…How big is his penis that it
gives you amnesia for 40 years?’”
“And isn’t it also interesting that the most rape obsessive
morons on the planet also happen to be some of the ugliest
morons on the planet?
Consider this. If rape awareness was a religion, Andrea
Dworkin was The Fucking Pope. The 300+ lb. basilisk of manhate had a face big enough and pockmarked enough to be used
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to fake a lunar landing. Her body was roughly the size and shape
of a small sperm whale.
And she thought of little else in her life other than rape. The
subject drove almost everything she said and did.
She even claimed to have been drugged and raped in 1999 in
Paris, an accusation that was never proven and which came under
a great deal of scrutiny, apparently for damned good reason.
C’mon people, Dworkin’s problem wasn’t that she was raped.
Her problem, and I mean all along, was that she wasn’t.”
* * * * *
“During the rape scene, we see at a distance a spectator walk
into the underground tunnel; when he sees what is transpiring,
he quickly turns around and walks away. This absolute
nonengagement with the trauma is the essence of Irréversible—for
as many times as one returns to the past, there is an essential
prohibition within it that refuses the complete coincidence of
memory with the past, of recalled trauma with actual trauma.
“The final printed words of the film, ‘Le temps détruit tout,’
[Time destroys everything] suggest their double opposite—time
produces everything and time destroys nothing at all, the double
negation itself suggesting a surge of positive creation.”
“People always say, you know, ‘time heals all wounds,’ ‘things
get better with age,’ et cetera. I hate that fucker more today than I
did when it happened to me.”
“Men need to care when they are making women suffer. People
need to care when they make each other suffer.”
* * * * *
Wherein the signifier of time fucks itself in the ass, again
and again and begs to come and what before seemed to be a
relationship is now a difference in order. When I asked him to
speak his name he told me instead about power.
When he told me not to tell anyone about us I assumed what
he meant was the discourse of our relation. When I tried to
speak I realized I no longer had a tongue.
I was afraid of the signs because I already knew what they
meant; that, to me, signaled a violence worse than death. This
violence on my body.
When you are raped several times you finally understand what
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makes a rape and then that is what also makes you “unrapeable.” I
am told my symptoms prove, if she could only desire her freedom then
she’d be free.
A period so severe it’s symbolic. An abortion. An accident.
Blood, a truth site.
In a dream, I am walking down the street and I am dying. An
inveterate whore, cunt seeping blood and no one will help me. I
fall to my knees, as a man walks up to me and asks,
“What’s the sexiest thing a woman can put on her ears?”
“What?” I say,
“Her knees” He says
A laugh track starts to play and ends the conversation. 		
* * * * *
“In 1972 I was invited to address a seminar for police
lieutenants training for promotion to captain at the New York
Police Academy. I spoke about rape and was met with a chortle
of hoots and laughter from the thirty assembled men.
‘Honey, you don’t believe there is such as a thing as rape, do
you?’ a lieutenant called out.
‘Don’t you?’
‘Noooo’ came the nearly unanimous response.
Months after the seminar I paid a visit to my local precinct in
Greenwich Village and asked a sergeant to show me some rape
statistics. He politely obliged. That month there had been thirtyfive rape complaints, an advance of ten over the same month for
the previous year. The precinct had made two arrests.
‘Not a very impressive record,’ I offered.
‘Don’t worry about it,’ the sergeant assured me.
‘You know what these complaints represent?’
‘What do they represent?’ I asked.
‘Prostitutes who didn’t get their money,’ he said firmly, closing
the book.”
* * * * *
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I do not cry until 10 years later
I have lived through this
I live through this now
		
in the unknown experience
		
my body		
has never forgotten
This violence on my body
This violence we are told is a true death
This violence only suffered by those deserving
		
A site of interrogation
		
destroyed by time
			
its influence and pressure
			
survived

In the morning I almost died
I could almost breathe
I was returned
I was returned to the site of my unbecoming
and I refused to let it mark me
Who are these tears for now?
* * * * *
“Did you recall putting your penis in her mouth?”
“No I do not.”
“Would you remember if she did?”
“Yes I would.”
“He smiled everyday, until Thursday; that’s when he cried.”
It was his 29th birthday. He rocked back and forth, shaking,
breathing heavily. As he was found guilty again and again, he
began to sob, his head hung low. He mouthed, how could you?,
to the all-white jury as his suggested sentencing added up to 263
(consecutive) years in prison for raping and sexually assaulting
12 black women and one 17 year-old girl. “Daniel Holtzclaw, 29,
was convicted in [December 2015] on 18 of the 36 counts he
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had been facing—including four counts of first-degree rape.” He
targeted women with histories of incarceration, prostitution, drug
use; women he thought would remain silent out of fear and the
knowledge that no one would believe them due to being black
and poor.

“‘I think people need to realize that this is not a law
enforcement officer that committed these crimes,’ Oklahoma
County District Attorney David Prater said, according to the AP.
‘This is a rapist who masqueraded as a law enforcement officer. If
he was a true law enforcement officer, he would have upheld his
duty to protect these citizens rather than victimize them.’”
“‘We’re hiring from the human race,’ Martin said, ‘and once in
a while, the human race is going to let us down.’”
“‘Behind these eyes and this big heart is pain,’ Holtzclaw
wrote.”
His pain. His tears. Tears for his lost life, not in shame, in
guilt, or remorse for what he has taken through the guise of the
law—the law that now distinguishes him as exterior due to the
violence he committed within—sublimated in tears.
What is a tear? Are his tears a form of retribution if he is only
crying for himself? Is he more or less of a monster, an inhumane
criminal when feeling is broken open by the reality of his
sentencing? As the years pile up, to rejoice in his tears, to bathe in
them, drink them.
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“Some women gathered outside the Oklahoma County
Courthouse celebrated Holtzclaw’s conviction by mockingly
singing ‘Happy Birthday,’ KFOR reported.”
His family can be heard weeping heavily in the background.
He places his forehead on the desk. “He stood up and shook his
head towards his family, mouthing ‘I didn’t do it.’”
“Yea, fuck this piece of shit. Watching him cry was quite
satisfying. Scumbag tries to say I didn’t do it to fam at end. Get
killed in prison.”
“Man, if I could have run into the street singing God Bless
America, I would’ve done that. But I live in a predominantly
white neighborhood, so I limited my celebration to my bedroom
with a glass of champagne lol.”
“‘In my mind, all I could think of was he was going to shoot
me, he was going to kill me,’ Jannie Ligons told reporters at a
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news conference Friday. ‘I kept begging, Sir, don’t make me do
this, don’t make me do this, sir. Please.You’re going to shoot me.’”
“A cop and a rapist? Yep he’s gonna have to spend his whole
stretch in protective custody.”
“‘All I can say is I was a victim, I was traumatized, I went to
therapy, I had a stroke behind this,’ she said.”
“He’s gonna be crying a lot more in prison.”
“Shandegreon ‘Sade’ Hill told reporters that Holtzclaw pulled
her over in December 2013, and she was later taken to a hospital
on the other side of town. Once there, Holtzclaw raped her while
she was handcuffed to a hospital bed.”
“I won’t lie, I got satisfaction watching him cry. Hope he rots
away in a jail cell 23 hours a day.”
“#HoltzclawTears BRING ME JOY
#HoltzclawTears EMPOWER THE ANCESTORS
#HoltzclawTears ARE THE ACTUAL CURE FOR CANCER
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, BITCH. SEE YOU IN 2375 OR SOME
SHIT”
“‘I felt like I was in survivor mode, so I had to do what he was
making me do,’ Hill added, with her parents beside her.”
“At least he’ll have experience for those intimate prison
shower moments. He’s got a purty mouth.”
The numerous accounts of his tears. When he was sentenced,
Shandegreon ‘Sade’ Hill, one of the survivors said “‘Thank you,
Jesus. Thank you, Jesus. Thank you, Jesus. I shouted for joy. He
will never know the pain he caused all of us and how it changed
us.’”
“‘He was a police officer and I was a woman.’”
“A rapist and a cop. He’s going to be quite popular in prison
and will become very familiar with the definition of rape. Once
in a while we do have justice, both legal and karmic.”
“As much as this man deserves to spend many a year in prison
for what he has done, he shouldn’t be facing sexual assault and
rape in prison and it is disgusting that we as a society allow such
things to happen in prison and make light of it.”
* * * * *
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Not a tear
but a sign of pain
a pain not reduced
in a battle of equivalence

What is the measure of loss
damage we are willing to maintain
		
to make the criminal
		
suffer like the victim
			
to insist
in the victim
			
so that this pain will always be necessary
			
for its own undoing
“Rejoicing in Holtzclaw’s tears isn’t a cruel act. He’s a rapist
who preyed on Black women he thought society had discarded
and would never believe. Even with an all-white jury and a
vigorous defense team, the criminal justice system finally issued a
conviction for a monster. A guilty verdict tells poor, Black women
that their bodies matter too.”
“The tears that should be shown are those of the women
whose bodies and lives he violated, the very same women he and
his lawyers attempted to put on trial and basically blame for his
crimes against their humanity. The same women whose ancestors
suffered in the hulls of slave ships on the Middle Passage, on
plantations, in dark fields, in alley ways, on side streets, on college
campuses, in their own homes, and sadly, sometimes at the hands
of family members. These are the tears that matter.”
The tears that matter versus the tears we’re shown.
Why do we need to see the tears of victims to know they
are victims? How much suffering is enough suffering? Would
their tears make this pain more real? How long have women
cried, openly, excessively, necessarily, willingly as an act of joy,
fear, gratefulness, relief, pain, grace, admonishment, sacrifice and
suffering? Tear as sign, as proof, yet women are only their tears as
centuries of public pain makes for melodrama not justice.
What is justice if you are always already a criminal, a slave, a
whore?
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When the woman
			
stepped towards me 			
			
I discovered she was made
				
out of water
		
The through-line of a narrative tear
			
it smears across the page
				
and marks what it erases
			
The dignity of clarity
		
to see you would not be love
		
a familiar contingency we reap together
			
spoken of too often
			
the one who slips away
			
the reason she feels fear
“Racism has always nourished itself by encouraging sexual
coercion.”
Somewhere in the meaning of what it would mean to not feel
alone. Where an identification of suffering is not bound to the
relation of our sameness, a false similarity or agitation pressing the
fall.
“In other words, the right claimed by slave-owners and their
agents over the bodies of female slaves was a direct expression of
their presumed property rights over black people in general. The
license to rape derived from and facilitated the ruthless economic
domination that was the gruesome hallmark of slavery.”
Tears, or it didn’t happen
Tears, or who gives a fuck
Tears, or when are you not crying
Tears, or you better not open your fucking mouth
Tears, or you’re asking for it
Tears, or I know I’m not supposed to be here
Tears, or the great episodic terror of where a life unfolds
Tears, or a canonical place marker so frequent it is
imperceptible
Tears, or I can’t tell the difference between your pleasure and
your pain
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Tears, or a trial of errors
Tears, or when hatred meets apathy
Tears, or who said you could leave
Tears, or I can’t do this alone
A history of subjugation reproduced through the individual
and the crime. Protection under the law is not a compromise it is
a sentence to submission under state ideology. The right to own
one’s fear, to reproduce it, to bathe in it, relish its excess, a victim
necessary to mark the transactional worth.
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Many thanks to Chris Chen, Rachel Ellison, James Ingoldsby,
James Payne, Jennifer Tamayo, Nicole Trigg, Brian Whitener, &
Anna Vitale for their thoughts, comments, and reading this work
in various different forms.
The excerpts, fragments, notes and quotes used in this text
are specifically not cited in order to complicate common
perceptions of truth, criminality, victimization as they relate
to the idea of justice and forms of media which are often
complicit in reproducing racist, sexist, and classist assumptions.
Yet, it is important not to erase the work of radical thinkers and
scholars whose writing is included here and challenges systemic
oppression, such as Angela Y. Davis’s “Rape, Racism and the
Capitalist Setting,” Alison Edwards’s “Rape, Racism, and the
White Women’s Movement,” Alok Vaid-Menon in their essay
“The White Kind of Body,” and Aisha K. Staggers on why it is
unfair to Holtzclaw’s victims to focus on his tears.
Other sources used include numerous articles around the
David Sweat and Richard Matt case, online forums for sexual
deviance and paraphilia, reddit ads, excerpts from Anais Nin’s
diary, think pieces on the mens’ right site “A Voice for Men,”
first person accounts of rape in Susan Brownmiller’s Against Our
Will: Men,Women, and Rape along with denying the existence of
this crime by the New York Police Academy. A story of a woman
named Marie who was raped in Lynwood, Washington yet made
to believe she wasn’t by intense police interrogation and victimblaming in “An Unbelievable Story of Rape,” by T. Christian
Miller, ProPublica and Ken Armstrong for The Marshall Project
in December 16, 2015. The media’s response to Bill Crosby’s
serial rape accusations, the writings of Andrea Dworkin, Eugenie
Brinkema on Gaspar Noe’s Irréversible, articles and survivor
testimony from Daniel Holtzclaw’s case, along with comment
sections equating the rape he could potentially face in prison as
retributive act in of itself.
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